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Nelson CARES Society provides housing, employment, and family
support. It is funded through government, private foundations, and the
generous donations of countless individual Nelson residents. It’s goal is to
work to build a healthy and inclusive community where respect for all
individuals is an ordinary, everyday occurrence.
Nelson CARES Society acknowledges our respect for, and deep gratitude to,
all the ancestors and keepers of the land on whose traditional territories we
are honoured to live and work.
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Editor’s Note
There is a phenomenal resilience that exists within our beings. Occasionally this quality
shines bright like the sun while other times it is reduced to a flicker; but nonetheless, it shines on.
When our life presents a new and unforeseen challenge it is impossible not to recognize our impressive capacity to cope. During a new experience, we may not even recognize how resilient we
are. Sometimes it is not until the experience is a memory that we can reflect on our incredible capacity to adapt. There have been countless times in my life when I have stunned myself at how I
managed to get through situations.
An example of a time that I astonished myself was when I was on a train in India. Imagine
being on a train with no seat, no window, and the only standing space was between the bathrooms. Now imagine being on this train for the next eighteen hours. As time went by, there was a
chance to upgrade to the space between the cars about three feet from the bathrooms where we
could enjoy a sliver of natural light.
This experience was clearly not my choice, it was a circumstance I found myself in when my
travel partner had their passport stolen and we were desperately trying to make our way to the
Canadian Embassy before it closed on Christmas day. You can imagine how low the flicker of resilience was, but we kept going. Fortunately for us, it was the kindness of the Indians that brought us
away from the sliver of light to a window of hope. People shared their seats with us and even their
lunch, and of course demonstrated the most incredible warmth that brings me to tears as I write.
I am new to Nelson and I spend a lot of time alone. With what has felt like the constant revoking of social options this past year, I feel let down at times, and my motivation dips. Then, I
think of past experiences like the LONG train ride. If I can make it through an experience like that, I
can be okay with being on lockdown in my beautiful home located in Nelson BC complete with
many windows.
Stay positive, stay grateful, and always hold hope close to your heart.

Lynzee Bewcyk
Intergenerational Project Coordinator
Kootenay Seniors—Nelson CARES Society

Kootenay Seniors Intergenerational Project aims to reduce social isolation of seniors
in Nelson and surrounding area. It connects seniors to volunteer opportunities within existing community programs, offers inclusive intergenerational programming,
and hosts intergenerational events. Contents of this magazine are a collection of
submissions from people in the West Kootenay community.

intergen@nelsoncares.ca | 250-352-2708
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Creative Writing | Poetry

Still Point
Els Lundgaard \\
There is a point
between a breath and a kiss,
Between a dancer’s leap
and his slow float to earth.
There is a stillness
between a gasp and a sigh,
between a long, hard birth
and a newborn’s first cry.
There is a split second and a long lifetime
between ago and to come,
between a gilded cloud
and an explosion of sun.

There is a still point
between a brimming eye
and a teardrop of pain,
between the charged air
and the soft, soft rain.
There is a timelessness
between the poised brush
and paint on the canvas,
between the last note played
and the resounding applause.
Time stands still
between the crest of a wave and its slide downhill
between a deep breath in and a slow exhale.
And there, my friend,
lives your light,
your soul. \\
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Community Connections | Public Exhibit

Portraits of a Pandemic
Jake Sherman \\
Outdoor exhibit puts pandemic in local perspective. Photographers Jake Sherman, Louis
Bockner and Thomas Nowaczinksi shed light
on what a global pandemic looks like in the
West Kootenay.

Most of us can’t remember, but it isn’t the
first time the world has tipped sideways. There
have been wars, refugee crises, famines, and epidemic diseases that have ravaged the globe. I
think of blankets covered in Smallpox. Cortez on a
white horse. Boxcars, trenches, and the mud. Stories are what make us human, and we all too often forget that those stories are the product of
experience. Life as it is. This will not come as a
surprise to many of you, but more often than not,

Jake Sherman

the accounts of our collective past are forgotten.
Relegated to the wastebin of ‘history.’ Thrown
out, tossed to the side and buried beneath the allencompassing, immediate ‘now.’ It is tough to remember, and perhaps this is precisely because it
is hard to do—but there are a seldom few who
have the courage to go out and record the world
as they see it in the hope that others may learn
from and remember the people who have come
before and the stories they have told. Recently, a
local exhibit attempted to document the first few
months of the Global Pandemic by shedding light
on the West Kootenay. The outdoor analog photography exhibit took place at Lakeside Park from
September 15 to October 15 and was graciously
supported by Nelson Kootenay Lake Tourism, the
Nelson and District Arts Council, and Speedpro
Imaging. I am one of the photographers.

Portraits of a Pandemic was a humble project
born out of a desire to document life as it is.
Louis Bockner
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The exhibit attempted to answer a simple question: what does a global pandemic look like in the
context of a small, rural town in the West Kootenay?
For Thomas and I that meant Nelson. For Louis it
meant Argenta—where he was born and still lives.
There, not much changed. Here, life did. We hunkered down, stayed inside, and explored the far
reaches of each of our psyches. And in a world
which so often asks us to share with others our
own experience, we instead reevaluated what it
was that mattered to us. It was in that reflection
that we realized that there was a way we could
give back.
Louis, Thomas, and I decided we had something
we could share with others, and in this case it was
merely a reflection of what we could see, looking
out at the world. The photographs that were exhibited tried to document and record a pivotal moment in each of our lives. The work ranged from

Jake Sherman

street photography and documentary, to portraiture and still life. All of it shot on either 35 mm or
120 mm film, and in black and white.
To display the photos, we had to grapple with serious questions about how public art could be
shown safely in the context of a pandemic. This

meant figuring out how to print for outdoor exhibition; how to print analog film large enough on material versatile enough to withstand the weather,
and which photos to select. Often, the hardest
part is the editing. For me, it meant diving deep
into a body of work that spanned 1800 negatives
and trying to find 12 photographs that told a cohesive story about the experience we all shared.
Thomas Nowaczinksi

Continued on next page
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(from previous page)

It is my hope that the work
touched those who viewed it as
much as the experience of taking
the photographs touched me. It
can’t quite be put into words, but
there is something that can happen in the 250th of a second that it
takes to make a shot, that also
tips the world on its axis. Many of
you have likely felt this before.
A picture can change the world. In
150 years or so, many have. It is
my humble hope that these too
may one day help others remember that something happened
Louis Bockner
here that changed each of our forever’s. In this exhibit of photos there is a glint, a
spark, that might help each of us shine a light and To remember means to realize we are not alone;
and that the stories we tell are what make us huremember the beauty of being human. That is
man. \\
what ‘Portraits of a Pandemic’ was about, and
what I think also, each of our lives is really about.

Jake Sherman, 28, is an award-winning photojournalist, freelance writer and
reporter living in Nelson, B.C. He previously wrote the news at the Revelstoke Review and Nelson Star. Jake studied alternative media, counterculture, and Jewish identity in Eastern and Central Europe in Graduate School.
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Community News | Online Event

Connecting Generations
What are your hopes for the
world post-pandemic?
We want to hear from all ages!
In a video that includes
multiple generations,
tell us your story.

Jan Wright & Lynzee Bewcyk \\
The Nelson CARES Society and the Nelson
Civic Theatre Society are bringing the social and
arts and culture sectors together in an inclusive
and intergenerational project that explores the
hopes and aspirations of different generations for
our post-pandemic world. Lynzee Bewcyk, Intergenerational Project Coordinator for Nelson
CARES Society and Jan Wright the President of
the Nelson Civic Theatre Society Board are inviting people of all ages to participate in an online
contest to tell their story through video of how
they think and feel about their hopes for the future.

and as Bewcyk notes, “Before the pandemic, social isolation is what many seniors may have already been experiencing as well as feelings of
being invisible and often dismissed”. This intergenerational project aims to connect people from
different generations to learn about each other
while providing a sense of community belonging
through producing a video about inclusion.

The mission of the Nelson Civic Theatre Society
to entertain, educate, connect, and communicate
through building programming, events, and services for its communities, is a perfect fit with this
very creative project. As a senior, Wright is,
For many of us, the impact of COVID -19 has in- “Excited to be working with and learning from
creased feelings of social isolation, loneliness and younger generations on a project that will use
has highlighted many areas where we can do
video and digital media as a way of reflecting and
better as a society. Children, youth and adults talk capturing the social hopes of generations experiabout missing their friends and social activities
encing this period in time.”
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Inspiring Hope for our Post-pandemic World
Using Intergenerational Connections

The aim of the project is to raise awareness of
how different generations think and feel about
their hopes for the future. Entrants are being
asked to create and submit a video that is around
3-5 minutes long answering the question: “What
are your hopes for our post-pandemic world?”
The video must involve at least one intergenerational relationship. For example, a youth working
with someone from the boomer generation or a
teen and their grandparent.
People are asked to follow the advice of our
health care professionals and the BC Centre for
Disease Control to practice safe social distancing
while creating their videos. This includes taking
the necessary measures of using a mask, washing hands often, and keeping a two-metre distance from others.
The contest is open to emerging and advanced
videographers. There will be prizes awarded to
each category as well as one people’s choice
award.

Ricky Turner

1. Emerging – 1st prize
2. Advanced – 1st prize
3. People’s Choice Award
Video entries open January 4th 2021 and submissions are due on February 28th 2021. Entries will
be shown on the Nelson Civic Theatre Society’s
website. The public will have an opportunity to
watch the videos and vote for their favourites.
Celebrate and support the community you live in
by submitting, watching, and voting. \\

To learn more about submission guidelines
please visit: www.kootenayseniors.ca/
intergen-video-contest/ or
www.civictheatre.ca/community
If you have any questions please contact
Lynzee Bewcyk by email,
intergen@nelsoncares.ca
Vanilla Bear Films
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Poetry | Creative Writing

Ravens
Jean Gardiner \\
Ravens hanging on electrical wires,
All twenty-five of them,
Staring right, and in between.
Nobody talks,
The wire sags waiting,
The snow helps,
The electrical sag more,
Weighted with water slogged snow.
Black Oily-necked birds,
Of similar maturity,
Watch for signs,
Signs of something…
Food perhaps.

The railing of freedom, devoured,
By every shape, form and dimension,
Of Raven
Black bills mow the lawn of seeds quietly,
Together in some sort of peace.
Leaving ensues,
Black turns to white,
Emptying into cold snow,
And magical white ravens. \\

Porches of Laxalza'ap,
Are sprayed with gentle seeds.
My own small seeds are laid out in little rows,
Along the railings,
And as
In the Nass, I hope for the morning conversations,
Which are regular,
And plain.
The line bounces, the ravens spring,
Wings woosh and span.
Taking off and landing on a singular event,
Daniel Tuttle

Laxalza'ap is a Nishga town in the Nass (the area). The Nass was one of the first reserves to settle
their land claims and focus their children towards education. Jean Gardiner had the privilege to teach
children in the isolated Laxalza'ap. The Nishga people were the first to have their children reach the
university level and graduate. Jean expresses, “My heart grew their with their vision and light.”
14

“Hope is definitely
not the same thing
as optimism. It is
not the conviction
that something will
turn out well, but the
certainty that something makes sense,
regardless of how it
turns out.”
- Vaclav Havel
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Article | Community Perspective

A Tai Chi Journey
A Transition from Hoping to Knowing
Sandra Tjoa \\
In the mystic glow of
dawn, before monstrous
cities of China explode
into the brightness of
day, groups small and
large, glide with a majestic serenity. While I
lived there, I had longed
to find someone who
could teach me not only
the moves of a Tai Chi
form, but the essence of
the art; the fundamentals
of its philosophical foundation and the mysteries
of its strength and power.

Craig Nagy

Since my university days, I was intrigued by the
idea of learning Tai Chi. Dabbling in different disciplines, activities, and athletics just didn’t seem to
cut it. To this day, I can’t explain my curiosity with
Tai Chi, it just always seemed to be.

Through the training and studying of Tai Chi, I had
hopes of learning a way that empowered me to
take care of myself. I had hopes of being competent enough in a practice that improved my
health, strength, and endurance. I had hopes for a
journey to health that didn’t require regular visits
It wasn’t until several years after my time in China to a health practitioner of some sort from one diswhen me and my family were living in Singapore, cipline or another.
that I found a master who spoke English fluently.
At this stage in my life I was in quite poor health. I My practice has given me all of this, and for alslouched over dramatically appearing as if I could most two decades now, Tai Chi has been an intebarely hold up my own frame. To say that I wasn’t gral part of my life. It has been the key to so many
eating well was an understatement and it took
full and rich years of learning and experiencing
everything out of me to get through the day with while riding the roller coaster of life. The twists,
our two children on what little energy I had.
the turns, that climactic climb and… the drop.
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At the beginning of September on a family hike, I
had an accident. While I thought I was being
careful, my foot slipped and off I went - sliding
down a rock face 25 or 30 ft, halting, according to
my husband, just 10 or 15 ft away from the edge
of the cliff. To say that Angels were with me at
that very moment is a proclamation of the obvious. Miraculously, there were no broken bones, no
concussion, and no stitches.
My cuts, scrapes, bruises and swelling called for
the assembly of my own personal medical care
team. My husband and our children rallied, each
having their designated tasks in nursing me day
after day: the applying of ointments, rubbing of
oils, changing of bandages, sponging of baths,
washing of my hair and face, cooking of meals,
feeding of meals, arranging of pillows, tucking of
blankets, balming of lips, brushing of teeth. Wow!
When you can’t do much for yourself, you really
come to appreciate anything and everything that
someone else does for you.

Here’s the thing…over the course of the years that
I have been studying and practicing Tai Chi, all of
the hoping of how my personal practice could
serve me has transitioned to knowing that I am
able to use my full potential to do what I can for
myself. Aside from knowing that eventually all
would heal up and be well, I knew that I had the
tools to promote a strong and speedy recovery. It
was during those few days immediate to the accident that I was reminded with a profound clarity,
of my favourite things about Tai Chi.
Anyone can do Tai Chi, Anywhere, Anytime.
All throughout the first few days lying in bed or on
the couch, the breathing techniques and whatever bits and pieces of Tai Chi (and Qi Gong) I could
do, I did. I moved through the postures and positions in my mind. Moving in our imagination
brings on the same feeling and sensation as if we
are physically moving. Do you remember the classic example of imagining that you are biting into a
lemon?
No Pain, Huge Gain.
With Tai Chi, we emphasize that we only move
through what our bodies can comfortably manage
at any given time. No more and no less. While I
lay on my back, I literally just moved my fingers
ever so gingerly and wiggled my toes back and
forth; all within that tiny range that I could manage without pain. With each passing day, my
body found that it could relax and open up gradually more and more.

Evgeny Nelvin

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Attention to the Knees:
A Simple Tai Chi Exercise

We take care of ALL of our bodies with Tai Chi.

Tai Chi exercises our physical body, our mental
and emotional body and our spiritual energetic
1. Stand in a relaxed manner with your feet
body all at the same time. Using Tai Chi breathgently positioned about the same width apart
ing and just a handful of very basic Tai Chi tools,
as your shoulders.
my family will attest to the fact that I healed
through a most remarkable recovery.
2. With a nice, easy breath, in and out, simply
It continues to be my hope that all of us, from
observe where your knees are resting as you
youths to elders, find something, be it Tai Chi or
stand. Are they locked? Are they bent?
otherwise that empowers us to unleash the healing powers of our own bodies; to gracefully ac3. Allow your knees to come to a full lock, and
cept how life unfolds; to appreciate each moment
with a relaxing breath, just notice how your
for what it is. I know having this, we will live in a
body feels.
healthier world.
4. Let your knees slowly ease their way forward
and note where you might feel better stability
as you stand.

What is Tai Chi?

From the Traditional Chinese Arts, Tai Chi is a
non-impact, relaxing and gentle form of move5. Continue letting your knees ease even further
ments and breathing that promotes proper body
forward until they are in a bend and you can
alignment for improved grounding, strength, balfeel your thigh (quadricep) muscles engage.
ance, relaxation
Feel the difference between your knees being
and mind bodyin a bend and your knees being locked.
soul harmony. It
can easily be incor- 6. Then draw the knees gently back so that they
porated into our
rest somewhere between a locked position
everyday life which
and a bent position. To develop better
means throughout
stability and grounding, this is the place for
the day there are
the knees to be. \\
countless opportunities for us to do
our Tai Chi - lying
Interested in practicing Tai Chi?
in bed, walking,
Sandra offers regular Tai Chi Classes
driving our car,
brushing our teeth; and FREE Weekly Qi Gong online!
For more details see page 38.
the list goes on.
Deniz Altindas
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Arnold Dogelis
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Samson Maxwell
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Article | Community Perspective

Positively Hopeful
Jillian Taylor \\
Reflecting on these past few decades you
begin to notice a change in the meaning of humanity. “Humanity” refers to the human race,
which includes everyone on earth. Humanity can
also speak of the qualities that make us human,
such as the ability to love and have compassion.
Now let that sink in for a moment.
Here I am nearly three decades old, realizing that
being a part of this world can be both scary and
beautiful. Scary in ways that we have divided ourselves by subjecting humanity to these stereotypes society has created. It has been happening
for far too long that we have stripped away human rights of those who do not “fit in” and it
needs to stop. We are better than this and have
come too far to forget our humanity.

With awareness of the wrongdoing our generation and generations before us, we are learning.
People are becoming more aware. People are
starting to be the change that they want to see. In
places all over the world, we are realizing there is
no room for prejudice of any sort. We love, we
have compassion, we can survive this earth together. As one, we can conquer it all. It is our natural state to work together, to live in a community
and help one another.

We must continue to raise awareness to those
who cannot see. Raise awareness to protect
those who cannot be heard. Raise awareness for
those who have been brought down. Raise
awareness for those that have been humiliated.
Recognize, acknowledge, spread the word, and
help make a difference. We need to come togethIn many ways, yes, I can agree we have improved er now more than ever with courage and hope; I
in the past century. Now more people are being
know I am positively hopeful. \\
accepting of those who are being their truest self,
without judgment. Now more people are becoming aware of racism, sexism, ageism, classism,
“We but mirror the world. All the tendensexual prejudice, and religious intolerance. But we
cies present in the outer world are to be
can and should do better. Stereotypes don’t defound in the world of our body. If we
fine us, and they should not be separating us. Uncould change ourselves, the tendencies
derneath the colour of our skin, or our religious
in the world would also change. As a
beliefs, or our gender we are all human. Humanity
man changes his own nature, so does
should not be divided and yet here we are.
the attitude of the world change towards
him. This is the divine mystery supreme.
Is this truly how people want to live? Divided? I
A wonderful thing it is and the source of
am sure a lot of you are aware and are becoming
our happiness. We need not wait to see
a part of the change we need in our world to rewhat others do.”
claim our humanity. Despite everything that is
- Mahatma Ghandi – 1913
wrong, there is still hope.
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Article | Activism

Recollections of a Feminist
Bonnie Baker \\
I’ve been hopeful throughout my life dedicating much of my time advocating for women’s
rights and working to create a better future for
women. I am optimistic that young folks will continue the struggle to end sexism, racism, and the
exploitation of the earth.
I came to Canada when I was 23 during the Vietnam war. I moved to a commune in Montreal
where I got involved with the Women’s Liberation Movement. This included educating ourselves and others about the patriarchal system
and devising strategies to get rid of it.

Nelson Daily News in the beginning, but later we
had to go to Vernon to get it printed. Once the
newspaper was printed, we would drive around
the Kootenay area delivering the paper to the
stores that would carry them.
Several years later, the women of the newspaper
collective became the IMAGES Ad Hoc Singers, a
3-part acapella group who sang at Women Centre events like Take Back the Night, and at all the
annual Women's Festivals.

I moved to Nelson. In January 2008, I applied to
do a radio show on Kootenay Co-op Radio (KCR)
I was involved with the Nelson Women's Centre and was approved. I called the first show,
from the time I moved to the Kootenays in 1973. “Feminist Music Then and Now.” On the show, I
During that time, there was a feminist newspaper played the music of my youth by singer and
collective named “IMAGES” being produced. I
songwriters like Holly Near and Chris Williamson.
was one of the contributors and each of us inThey wrote songs to promote the cause of Womvolved completed the tasks that needed to be
en’s Rights in the United States of America.
done. This included: deciding on the theme for
the month, writing articles, typesetting articles,
Now that I’m 74, I’m not as hopeful as I was
making headlines with Letraset, and laying out
the paper on when I was an active young woman, but I have to
a light table. I trust that the society that made me into a femialso sold ad- nist in the 1970s, will create young feminists in
2020. With movements like: Black Lives Matter,
vertising to
Me Too, and Idle No More, I see that young peosupport the
ple are speaking out. In Nelson there are many
paper. The
paper was
groups working to change society for the good,
printed at the and that makes me hopeful. \\
Listen to Bonnie’s radio show on Kootenay Co-op
Radio! It plays at 2pm on Fridays and repeats
Monday mornings at 7am.
22
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Creative Writing | Poetry

Christmas Cheer
Shelley Loewen \\

The snow is falling soft outside,
I'm curled up cozy, warm inside.
The snow beneath me makes a sound,
Of creaking, squishing on the ground.
Oh how I love to watch it fall,
And make it into a big ball.

The cool crisp air of winter snow,
Christmas carolers in a row.
There's something magic, this time of year,
I think you call it,
Christmas Cheer. \\

Joshua Hoehne
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Do you want to video chat with
your family but you don't have
access to a device?

Kootenay Seniors has you

covered! Contact us to learn
more about how we can help
you get onto video calls with
your loved ones!
250-352-2708 | info@kootenayseniors.ca
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Wellness | Recipe

Red Curry with Tempeh
Hayley Rose \\
Ingredients:
• 1 tablespoon cooking oil
• 1 medium sized onion (chopped)
• 1 teaspoon cumin
• 1 teaspoon turmeric
• Salt (to taste)
• Two or three cups of vegetables of your choice
chopped (for example: carrots, broccoli, green beans,
mushrooms, cabbage)
• 1 can of coconut milk
• 2 cups of vegetable broth
• 1 cup of chopped tempeh (can substitute tofu)
• 1/2 cup chopped cilantro (omit if you don’t like cilantro)
Ingredients for the sauce:
• Red pepper (chopped)
• Tomato (chopped)
• Thumb of ginger (peeled and chopped)
• 2 cloves of garlic (peeled and chopped)
• 1/2 cup of cilantro (omit if your not a cilantro fan)
• Juice of one lime
• 1 small hot pepper (stemmed, or seeds omitted for less heat)

Evgeni Tcherkasski

Sanket Shah

Instructions:
1. Prepare rice according to package instructions.
2. In a large pot, add cooking oil and soften the onion (about 5 minutes) on medium heat.
3. Add salt and spices, then stir.
4. Add vegetables and stir. Allow them to cook for about 2 minutes.
5. Add coconut milk and vegetable broth until vegetables are all covered by liquid and bring to a boil.
6. Use a blender to mix the sauce ingredients and then add the sauce to the large pot
7. Let contents o the large pot simmer for about 10 minutes, until vegetables are at desired softness.
8. Add the chopped tempeh and stir, let simmer for about 2 minutes until tempeh is warmed.
9. Spoon desired amount of rice into a bowl and cover with desired amount of curry. Garnish with
cilantro and enjoy! \\
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Poetry | Creative Writing

Hoar Frost
Elizabeth Cunningham\\

Sparse hoar frost
crisps the crackling branches
of countless gnarly trees
that clutch the mountainside.
The brightly wrinkled faces
of our tromping gaggle of women
beam at the impossible stars shimmering
on countless mounds of snow
that clump between the trunks.
Pale winter sunlight
dazzles-frosts limbs
of ice-shattered trees.
They cackle with us
as we pass.
We clomp steadfastly,
leaving shuffle marks in the snow.
The going up is hard,
the descent worse.
Mysterious blue shadows
block the light.
Between our furrowed brows
are young and laughing minds,
wondering which part of us
is telling lies about our age. \\

This poem is from Elizabeth’s poetry collection, “A Fragile Grace,” which is available to
purchase at Otter Books in Nelson BC.
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For Fun | All-Ages Activity

Winter Crossword

28

Across

Down

2. The name of the Kootenay Women’s Paper that
documented the women’s movement in Canada
as it was practiced in the lives of women in the
West Kootenays, telling both personal and political stories.

1 Stellar ______ is a bird that is considered resident to the Nelson area as it does not migrate
south for the winter..

8. Interior ______ is an organization that provides
a wide range of integrated health-care programs
and services to residents across BC's Southern
Interior.

6. The abbreviation of the not-for-profit organization operating in the Columbia Basin and Boundary that partners with community organizations to
develop, deliver and promote programs and services to help citizens of all ages improve their literacy skills and engage in lifelong learning.

3. The ______ Centre offers FREE courses to help
workers 55+ to confidently re-enter the work
6. The ______ Night of the Year is a family-friendly force.
walk that raises money for charities serving hungry, homeless, and hurting people in our commu- 4. After many years of planning, the Cold War
nity.
______ opened to the public as a permanent exhibition and heritage site located in Nelson BC.
7. An abbreviation for a CBT grant-funded program that supports activities and diverse opportu- 5. Community ______ is a non-profit organization
nities based on local youth priorities to engage
that helps businesses to be successful and comyouth to connect more and with our community.
munities to be economically healthy.

9. The town of Nelson was named in 1888 after
____ Nelson (1830-96), then LieutenantGovernor of British Columbia.

Answers on page 40
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Community Connections | Volunteering
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Community Partner | All– Ages Activity
!

Coldest Night of The Year
Stephanie Myers \\
This time, things will look a little different… but
the need remains the same.
Nelson CARES Society invites you to take to
the streets this coming February with your
'bubbles' for the Virtual Coldest Night of the
Year event on Saturday, Feb 20, 2021.
For the past 6 years, people have walked together in the chill of the night to better understand the experience of living on the streets
during a cold Canadian winter.
Colleen Driscoll

They've done so while raising funds to aid the
this year and only CNOY participants who raise
vital work of the Nelson CARES Society in providover $150 (or $75 for youth) will also be gifted
ing much-needed support to the most vulnerable
with one of the iconic CNOY toques.
members of our community.
Nelson CARES Society’s key support in the comBut this time, because of COVID-19, we've had to
munity is housing. For some, having a place to
change how we run our fundraising event to honlive sometimes is not enough and they need supour everyone’s comfort levels and keep the comport to maintain that housing. The ‘Ready For
munity safe.
Home’ program does just that and the funds
raised by the upcoming Coldest Night of the Year
Instead of gathering all together for a fun walk
Virtual event supports this program.
and then enjoying some yummy chili at the end,
we’re encouraging CNOY participants to gather
The ‘Ready For Home’ program provides support
within their own bubble and walk outdoors on self
to homeless individuals ready for housing, individ-designed routes throughout Nelson.
uals newly housed, and those at risk of losing
In a small group, participants can still walk in the their housing. At the core of ‘Ready For Home’ is
cold and then share a meal together and continue a full-time paid staff member who works one-onto fundraise. There won’t be any registration fees one with individuals to find housing, to transition
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into affordable housing, and to sustain them in
their existing accommodation.
Despite how challenging 2020 has been, many
Canadians are proving their generosity in a crisis.
Nelson CARES Society is extremely grateful to
those in the community who continue to support
their important work and Coldest Night of the
Year.
Nelson CARES Society wishes to thank Valhalla
Pure Nelson for returning as one of the 2021
CNOY Lead Sponsors. New Lead Sponsors include Nelson and District Credit Union and Nelson Home Building Centre. Event Sponsors include Ellenwood Homes, Nelson Ford, Bowick
Electric, North Mountain Construction, Derek
Diener and Melanie Ward Mortgage Brokers with
Dominion Lending Centres and the Kootenay Coop Country Store.
At Nelson CARES Society, respect for every
individual is an ordinary, everyday occurrence.
Please join them in showing your respect and
caring for all individuals in our wonderful community.
You can help to help make Nelson a warmer place
for everyone. Contact the coordinator Stephanie
Myers at 250.505.7410 or cnoy@nelsoncares.ca
and head to www.cnoy.org/nelson.
Check out their Facebook page: Coldest Night of
the Year: Nelson, BC and their Instagram page:
CNOY Registration 2020

@coldest_night_nelson. \\
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Creative Writing | Language Garden—German

1963–Eine Reflexion über Lebens-Ratgeber

Aron Visuals

Ilkay Cakirogullari
edited by Mustafa Cakirogullari \\
In einer Zeit, wo die Zeit keine Rolle mehr
spielt, scheint es fast so, als ob jeder nur noch
rennt. „Eine neue Herausforderung“ – „Etwas
neues“ – „Gestalte dich neu“ ... die Stimmen
überlappen sich. Viele reden, wenige machen. Ja
so ist das nun mal mit der heutigen Zeit! Wer viel
gemacht hat,kann sich jetzt ausruhen. Wer bis
jetzt wenig gemacht hat, soll sich um so mehr
anstrengen. Wer entscheidet, ob jemand viel oder
wenig geleistet hat? Vielleicht sind es die Medien
oder sogar die Social-Media’s, die einem diktieren,
wie und wofür einer seine “Freizeit” am
effektivsten nutzen sollte.

Mein Tagesablauf sollte wie folgt aussehen:

In dem Artikel, „Positie Living In Positive
Enviroment Today for 70+“, wurde eine genaue
Zeitvorgabe aufgelistet. Die ‚meinem’ Leben,
beziehungsweise das Leben aller, einen neuen
Sinn geben soll. Kurz gesagt PLIPET70+.

7.37: Zähne putzen oder Zahn Prothesen reinigen
.
.
.

6.30: Aufstehen
6.31: Ein Glas Wasser trinken.
RAUMTEMPERATUR (nicht kälter und nicht
wärmer)
6.33: Yogamatte ausrollen und meditieren
6.48: Badezimmer
7.02: Frühstück
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Die Liste erstreckte sich über zehn Seiten mit
sage und schreibe 1963 Wörtern. 1963 Wörter,
die in einem Minuten Takt vorschreiben wie das
PERFEKTE und GESÜNDESTE Leben
auszuschauen hat. Nicht 1964 und auch nicht
1962 Wörter! Diese 1963 Wörter sollen ab jetzt
meine vorgegebenen Doktrien sein. Der 27
jährige Autor des Artikels, der letztes Jahr sein
Journalismus Studium abgeschlossen hat,
verbreitet nun das Motto des Lebens in
eintausendneunhundertdreiundsechsig Wörtern.
Am Ende des Tages waren es nicht die
eintausendneunhundertdreiundsechsig
Wörter die mein Leben prägten. Es waren die
kleinen und eher unwahrscheinlichen
Begegnungen, die mir jeden Tag ein kleines
Schmunzeln auf meinen Lippen zauberten.

14.03: Mittagessen war ein Genuss (Samstag)
11.03: Heute ausgeschlafen (Donnerstag)
.
.
.
Nicht jeder Tag ist perfekt. Nicht jede Sekunde ist
kalkulierbar. Das Leben ist keine Liste. Wir sind
Menschen und jeder Mensch, egal wie alt, kann
sein Leben positiver gestalten mit seinen Taten
und Ansichten von heute. Falls mal ein Tag nicht
so verläuft wie gewollt; wen
juckts!
Wie Charlin Chaplin mit seinen eigenen Worten
sagte: “Jeder Tag, an dem du nicht lächelst, ist ein
verlorener Tag.” \\

7.00: Keine Rückenschmerzen (Montag)
7.15: Kaffee schmeckt heute besonders gut
(Mittwoch)
8.49: Ein Kind hat mir heute zugewunken und
mich angelächelt (Freitag)

9.37: Ich habe mit einem Hund gekuschelt
(Montag)
Ben White

10.56: Spaziergang an der frischen Luft
(Sonntag)

For the English translation
please visit:

12.23: Fußballspiel anschauen, das mich an die
vielen tollen Spiele, mit meinem Bruder erinnert
hat (Dienstag)

www.kootenayseniors.ca/old-growth
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Book | All-Ages

Growing Together
In Growing Together , seniors and
youth step across the threshold of classroom 207 and into each other ’s lives. In
this uniquely poignant, funny, educational,
and conversational book, you will hear
their stories about love at any age. Prepare to be deeply moved as the generations speak out about the challenges and
gifts they face with aging, death, social
media and violence, ‘Me Too’, gender oppression, climate change, spirituality, suicide, loneliness, and hopes for the future.

Only $15!
Proceeds support
Nelson CARES Society
Please call 250 352 2708
or email intergen@nelsoncares.ca

“ Before

these groups I didn ’t

really think about seniors
that much, but now

am

considering pursuing a career
that helps seniors. ”
- Youth Participant

“ We found these commonalities of loneliness… fear… so
many things in common that
we did not realize until we
talked to each other”
—Senior Participant
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Community News | Story

Songs for Seniors
The third Songs for Seniors was held at
Mountain Lake Seniors Residence on
October 1st. The small event was held
outside and performers were situated
at a safe distance from residents to ensure their safety. Hand sanitizer,
masks, and gloves were provided for
anyone who needed them.
The first performer was Cole Senger,
who has graciously performed at all
three of the Songs for Seniors events.
He delivers enormous talent with a
contagious positive attitude with every
set.
The second performer was Nella Banner who is a multi-instrumentalist, vocalist, composer, and producer. Nella
was raised in the quaint northern community of Smithers, BC where she
found her roots in fiddling and folk music. She delivered an alluring performance with her violin which lifted the
spirits of the viewers.
This small event was generously funded by Columbia Basin Trust through
the Intergenerational Project of Kootenay Seniors.

A big thank you to Radiant Audio for the quality sound!
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Intergen Around Town - Online
Looking for activities in Nelson that
support social distancing?
Qi Gong Gatherings
FREE Online Qi Gong Gatherings for Everyone! Join us from the comfort of your own home. Boost your spirits, your energy and you immune system all in 30 minutes! It’s simple, easy and non-strenuous,
can be done while standing or sitting and is for all ages and fitness
levels. Everyone is guided through a basic self-tapping sequence and
in half an hour, you will have given yourself a gentle massage. Qi
Gong tapping is an acupuncture treatment without the needles.
Sandra has conducted regular Tai Chi Classes in Nelson and the surrounding area since 2010. The passion for Sandra’s practice is grounded in the enjoyment of sharing
with her students how the traditional Chinese arts improve health in all aspects of life. These FREE Qi
Gong Gatherings have been offered since mid-April in light of the social distancing and isolation
guidelines to promote maintaining good health in mind, body and spirit in a bizarre time.
Mondays at 9:30 am PT & Thursdays at 4:00 pm PT
 To receive instructions for joining, please e-mail sandra@qi-taichi.ca or phone 250-551-0866


Nelson Public Library Access
Audiobooks on CD and downloadable audiobooks. Nelson Public Library also offers FREE online
courses with your library card! Visit: https://nelson.bc.libraries.coop/learn/
Book a Librarian: The Nelson Library staff are available by phone or email Monday to Saturday 10 to
6 to answer all sorts of questions including help with digital basics and accessing online resources.
 Call 250-352-6333 or email library@nelson.ca
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Taghum Hall
All of Taghum Hall’s events follow Dr. Bonnie Henry’s safety recommendations and protocols. This includes sanitizing, contract tracing, and social distancing. Masks are mandatory except when seated
with your “pod”. Thanks for helping us to keep everyone safe! Events are always changing, at Taghum
Hall but are updated continually and listed on this webpage: https://taghumhall.ca/news-events/

Bridge
All levels are welcome, Drop-in, $5
 Mondays, 1pm - 3 pm
 Location: Taghum Hall
 More information: https://taghumhall.ca/blog/calendar/monday-bridge/

Watercolour Painting
Supplies are provided. All levels are welcome. Drop-in, $5
 Tuesdays, 10am - 12pm
 Location: Taghum Hall
 More information: https://taghumhall.ca/blog/calendar/watercolour-painting-dropin/

Coldest Night of the Year
It's cold out there. The Coldest Night of the Year is a COVID-safe, family-friendly walk to raise money
for charities serving people experiencing homelessness, hurt, and hunger. Walk with us virtually or inperson – there’s a place for everyone!
 February 20, 2021
 https://cnoy.org/location/nelson

Have an event you’d like to publish in the next magazine?
Email intergen@nelsoncares.ca
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Send Us Your Story!
We are accepting content submissions from organizations,
projects, and people of all ages be published in

Old Growth Magazine

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Events
Intergenerational Activities
Original Interviews
Volunteer Opportunities
Original Photography
Creative Writing
Book Reviews
Poetry

Answers to Winter
Crossword (page 28)
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Feeling overwhelmed by technology?
Looking to get back to work and unsure where to start?

The Skills Centre offers free courses to help you
get up-to-date & find employment. If you are
55+ and interested in finding employment, this
program is for you!
The Skills Centre offers FREE courses to help
workers confidently re-enter the work force.
For more information contact 250 368.6360
or email info@communityskillscentre.com
www.communityskillscentre.com/employment

Carla Rodríguez

A local show featuring interviews and stories of interest to seniors.
Watch Seniors’ Matter on the
Shaw Community
Spotlight channel or on
YouTube
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Kootenay Seniors is a program of Nelson CARES Society.
We provide supports for seniors to participate in their communities
and remain in their own homes for as long as possible.

Services Offered:
Home Suppor t Program
Volunteer Driver Program
Intergenerational Project
Seniors Transpor tation

Please be advised that we are following strict COVID-19
protocols for all our programs for the safety of all.

Get in touch!
250-352-2708 | info@kootenayseniors.ca

www.kootenayseniors.ca
Working to connect seniors to the services they
need in Nelson and the surrounding area
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Home Support Program
Supports seniors to stay in their homes longer by providing light housekeeping
services. Rates are based on sliding scale for low-income seniors.
Contact: 250-352-2708 extension #5248 | homesupport@nelsoncares.ca

Transportation Program
The Volunteer Driver Program provides safe rides for seniors by screened, experienced drivers to medical and non-medical appointments. This is a customized door to
door service available. We are always looking for more volunteers for this program.
We also provide information about a variety of senior transportation options.
Contact: 250-352-2708 extension #5247 | seniorstransportation@nelsoncares.ca

Intergenerational Project
Connects seniors to volunteer opportunities within existing community programs, offers inclusive intergenerational programming, and hosts intergenerational events. This
project also curates a quarterly magazine titled "Old Growth."
Contact: 250-352-2708 extension #5249 | intergen@nelsoncares.ca

COVID-19 Adapted Programs
Weekly or bi-weekly telephone check-ins for seniors with experienced,
knowledgeable staff. Privacy ensured.
• Free grocery and essentials delivery by screened drivers.
• Resources and referrals.
•

Home Support is Hiring! Contact us for more details!
We are looking for Volunteer Drivers!
There will be no cost to the driver as gas is reimbursed.
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